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n Privilege: my day yesterday had me
thinking a lot about privilege – privilege
that I routinely access and privilege
beyond my reach, and I had to consider, alone in
my thoughts, the reality of the privileges of others
that I would not consider privilege at all. It was
specifically the privilege of freedom, opportunity,
and advantage that occupied my thoughts.
It appeared as an ordinary day on my calendar, yet as I made my way through its routines,
especially toward the end, I had many moments
of pause as I considered my relationship to and
my reactions toward privilege.
I began my day working with a group of principals who have opened new high schools within
a middle school building in East Flatbush – an
area of central Brooklyn that just about everyone
agrees hasn’t gone the route of hipsters and gentrification. Specifically, the neighborhood is in the
“East 50s” a geographic distinction that is lost on
all but those who live there, as I would soon find
out.
After our meeting, one of the principals
invited me to lunch, and we decided to walk a
couple of blocks to the local diner on the corner
of a side street and a major Brooklyn thoroughfare. On the way to the diner I commented to
my colleague how nice the local housing stock
was – mostly brick row houses arranged neatly
on perpendicular side streets with a more major
road intersecting every four blocks or so. It was
mid-day and there was not a lot of activity. We
commented on a few of the houses; the principal
reminded me that the “feel” of the neighborhood changes as mid-day gives way to late afternoon and evening, and we commiserated about
how tough and pervasive the gang issues were
this past school year. We entered the diner and
ordered our lunch.
Over lunch, we picked up the conversation
again, and the principal reiterated a conversation he had had with a local elected official. In
reviewing the neighborhood and where the children attending the schools came from a distinction was made between the “East 50s” and the

“East 90s” the two areas of this particular part
of Brooklyn that are separated by a single road.
The official commented on how he must bring
“extra security” whenever he attends a function
in the East 90s, and was sending his message to
the principal, being that these two areas, while
connected, are decidedly different. As one travels
east from central to eastern Brooklyn, the neighborhoods are indeed different – there is a higher
concentration of both apartments and subsidized
housing from East Flatbush through East New
York and an assumption that poverty is a greater
issue in the latter. My own biases draw me to
conclude that not many in any of these areas
would consider themselves advantaged economically, and I think we would commonly refer to
these areas as lower middle class to abject poverty with everything in between. As I left the area,
I suppose I began to notice things a little differently. Perhaps I was examining my surroundings,
but thoughts of privilege really didn’t occur to me
until later in the day.
Yesterday was a Friday – specifically a Friday
in summer – which meant by late afternoon,
I had joined my family at our beach club; our
summer vacation. While living in New York these
past five years or so, my family has belonged to a
beach club on the south shore of Long Island on
Atlantic Beach – it can be one of the most magnificent places any(continued on page 10)
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T

he New York Center of Activity is one of the
oldest in the National School Reform Faculty.
It was founded by Nancy Mohr and Alan
Dichter. From the beginning it has wrestled regionally with a dilemma that NSRF as a whole has
faced – the pursuit of depth and influence. Nancy
and Alan were both veteran wrestlers with this
dilemma, having been pioneers in New York City’s
small schools movement, and early leaders of the
Coalition of Essential Schools (CES). As principals,
they struggled on a daily basis to deepen the reform
practice of their own schools, even as they pushed
in every way possible they could to make these
schools influential, both regionally and nationally.
They understood that depth without influence can
be short-lived.
Nancy and Alan brought this influence to carried this insight into their involvement with NSRF,
and where they were well-placed for influence.
The conversation
during which NSRF
was dreamed up took
place around their
dining room table in
New York City. It was
1994. The Annenberg
Institute for School
Reform at Brown
University had just
been launched with
CES founder Ted Sizer
as its head. With the
school reform moveJoseph McDonald
ment increasingly
dominated by policymakers and policy perspectives, Sizer wanted the
Institute to highlight the voice of educators. The
conversation over Nancy’s cooking was all about
how to do this. Sizer understood that school reform
would never succeed if it were not grounded in the
best ideas and instincts of the people he liked to
call schoolkeepers. They needed influence. At the
same time, he understood that these crucial shapers
of reform were implicitly its targets too. They need
support on a continuing basis in going for depth.
Within a year of this dinner, Nancy had joined
Paula Evans, Faith Dunne, Gene Thompson-Grove,
Camilla Greene and others on NSRF’s original
staff. They traveled continually, networking with
hundreds of other educators and school reformers across the United
States. To foster depth
(continued on page 14)
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an adaptation of the Tuning Protocol. Upon completion of the Roundtable, the presenting facilitators
are formally “endorsed” and become eligible to
serve as lead facilitators in other NSRF/NY seminars
and consultations. Nearly 50 endorsed facilitators
have joined the larger ranks of NSRF members by
means of the New York Endorsement Roundtables.
Generally, they have come to a Roundtable after
training seminars embedded in other organizations besides NSRF – organizations drawn to
NSRF expertise in facilitative leadership. Notable
among these is the New York City Department of
Education. In a 2005 article about NSRF/NY, Alan
and Vivian Orlen describe the center as a low-profile but highly influential organization within the
Department of Education – quietly responsible for
a great growth in awareness there of the value of
leadership by schools.
Today, NSRF/NY is housed at NYU’s Ruth W.
Horowitz Teacher Development Center and has
adopted the name NSRF/NY @ NYU. Alan Dichter
and Joe McDonald are Co-Directors. Natalie
Rodrigues is Coordinator (natalie.rodrigues@nyu.
edu). The Center continues to work closely with the
New York City Department of Education through
National Facilitators like Alan Dichter and Vivian
Orlen, Anthony Conelli, Charlene Jordan, Elayna
Konstan and Steven Strull – who work there or at
the New York City Leadership Academy. The Center
also works closely with NYU’s network of partner
schools in New York City, located in three historic
neighborhoods – the Lower East Side, East Harlem
and the South Bronx. NSRF/NY helps these schools
nurture skillful peer leaders whose commitment to
facilitative leadership and critical friendship influences the aspiring teachers they educate.
As it has throughout its history, NSRF/NY
also works with other school reform organizations. Indeed, it provides tailored workshops or
consultations for any school reform organization
– whatever its particular platform of reform – that
promotes adult learning communities in the interest of improving student learning and that believes
these communities should be led by people who
know how to promote participation, ensure equity
and build trust. Among the Center’s most important
clients today are ATLAS Learning Communities
– an organization affiliated with the University of
Connecticut that coaches schools and clusters of
schools in New York and other places in a comprehensive school design focused on authentic
teaching and learning, ongoing cycles of planning
Connections: the Journal of the National School Reform Faculty

and reflection, shared leadership and relationships.
Another important client is the Partnership for
Innovation in Compensation for Charter Schools
(PICCS), an affiliate of the Center for Educational
Innovation/Progressive Education Association.
NSRF/NY is assisting the PICCS network of charter
schools in New York City in establishing a culture
of peer review using a tool based on the Tuning
Protocol. It is also assisting PICCS in scaling up
what one of its members – Renaissance Charter
School in Jackson Heights, co-led by NSRF
National Facilitator Gwen Clinkscales – has pioneered, namely the use of CFGs as a schoolwide
leadership mechanism.
Of course, NSRF/NY continues to run
Endorsement Roundtables – at least once a year.
See details about the Roundtable and the standards for endorsement at the Center’s website
(nsrfny.org). Finally, like most NSRF Centers,
NSRF/NY@NYU offers regional seminars. This
year, two of these focused on facilitative leadership, and one on coaching CFGs – thus continuing the balance and emphasis characteristic of the
Center since its earliest days.
<
Joseph McDonald can be contacted at
joseph.mcdonald@nyu.edu
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Book Review by Chris Kingsbery, Pennsylvania

of practice among these educators, they promoted
step back considers what it takes to engage in the
a mechanism called the critical friends group. The
kind of critical friendship at the core of a CFG
name was drawn from English school reform cir– to embrace in a genuine and productive way
cles, and its function was described in a brief 1993
the apparent contrariness of being at once friendly
article by Art Costa and Bena Kallick. “A critical
and critical. Such an approach involves the kind of
friend,” Costa and Kallick wrote, “is a trusted perlow-key shock that people experience during their
son who asks provocative questions, provides data
first use of protocols – those facilitative devices
to be examined through another lens, and offers crithat artificially segment speaking and listening and
tique of a person’s work as a friend.” Critical friends
warm and cool feedback, among other things. Then
are well-positioned, Costa and Kallick continued,
the next step back considers what it takes to lead
to understand the context and goals of the work
others through the experience of critical friendthey are critiquing and to advocate for its success.
ship. This is where facilitative leadership comes in.
They may be students in the same course who comMoreover, Nancy and Alan argued that the traits
mit to supporting each other’s learning progress.
of facilitative leadership, indispensable to coachThey may be school administrators who overcome
ing CFGs, are also useful throughout schooling
the predictable loneliness
– whenever people meet to
of their roles by networking
plan, to solve problems or to
across settings. Or, Costa
examine their work together.
and Kallick suggested (introIn a book they co-authored
ducing the application NSRF
with Joe and Beth McDonald,
would adopt), the critical
The Power of Protocols, they
friends may be teachers
wrote that “at its heart, faciliwho form “a critical friends
tating is about promoting
group. . . of as many as six
participation, ensuring equity,
people who meet and share
and building trust.” What
practices, perhaps every
school reform leader would
other week.” Such critical
not want to cultivate people
friends press each other to
who know how to do these
go deeper.
Nancy Mohr and Alan Dicther, 2002
three things? If there were
But how does such a
such school reform leaders
group gain influence as well as depth? How does
in New York, Nancy and Alan decided they didn’t
something as intimate as a critical friends group
want to have them to dinner.
– or CFG, the term that soon gained currency –
Meanwhile, they reasoned that the broad
become influential beyond its six participants? How
applicability of facilitative leadership to schooling
can it affect the larger school? How can it have an
– whether in peer settings like CFGs or in more forimpact beyond the school? How does it become
mal kinds of meetings – made it a good first topic
more than something marginal? How does it avoid
for NSRF newcomers to take up. Mindful of their
becoming targeted as alien? How does it make
own context, they knew it would resonate well
school reform?
with the school reformers they hoped to influence.
Back home in New York City, Nancy and Alan
Nancy died in 2003, after having presided
raised these same questions within the context of
over many influential dinners, as well as two large
the small schools, the local reform organizations,
gatherings of school reformers from throughout
and the local reform politics they knew best. The
New York, who came to explore facilitative leadanswers they reached helped shape the center of
ership and share their experiences with it. Each
activity they cooked up – literally cooked up, over
of these gatherings also featured an Endorsement
many dinners to which leaders of many New York
Roundtable over which Alan presided and over
City school reform organizations were invited.
which he presides today as Co-Director of NSRF/
These other reformers always emerged from the
NY. These are opportunities for experienced
dinners more persuaded than before that NSRF was
facilitators – from any organization – to present a
onto something that they needed to know more
portfolio documenting their facilitative leadership.
about. Nancy and Alan called it facilitative leaderCritical friends proship, and it is two steps back from CFG. The first
vide feedback using
(continued on page 15)

The Reflective Educator’s Guide
to Professional Development:
Coaching Inquiry-Oriented Learning
Communities
By Nancy Fichtman Dana and Diane
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his text strives to “demonstrate
how coaching promotes learning at each step of the (action
research) process.” (Killion, p.x) The
authors suggest several types of collaborative meeting structures that
allow researchers studying teacher
action to propose, act upon and
reflect on research taking place in their classrooms.
Dana and Yendol-Hoppey utilize NSRF protocols to
facilitate these learning conversations and share the
protocols in detail with their readers.
The authors advocate for two site-based professional learning opportunities: action research and
Professional Learning Communities (PLCs). They
combine these ideas by using protocols to guide
their work. They call their learning teams inquiryoriented PLCs and define these “as a group of six
to twelve professionals who meet on a regular basis
to learn from practice through structured dialogue
and engage in continuous cycles through a process
of action research (articulating a wondering, collecting data to gain insights into the wondering,
analyzing data, making improvements in practice
based on what was learned and sharing learning
with others.)” (Dana and Yendol-Hoppey, p. xiii) As
I was reading this description, I thought it sounded
suspiciously like a CFG! And as I proceeded through
the text, I continued to have difficulty differentiating between an inquiry-oriented PLC and a Critical
Friends Group.
The authors present 10 essential elements of
healthy inquiry-oriented PLCs:
1. Establish a vision that creates a momentum for
their work. (p. 23)
2. Build trust among group members. (p. 27)
3. Pay attention to the ways power can influence
group dynamics. (p. 30)
4. Understand and embrace collaboration. (p. 33)
5. Encourage, recognize and appreciate diversity
within the group. (p. 36)
6. Promote the development of critical friends. (p.
37)
7. Hold the group accountable for learning and its
documentation. (p. 39)
Connections: the Journal of the National School Reform Faculty

8. Understand change and the discomfort it may bring to some PLC members. (p. 43)
9. Have a comprehensive view of what
constitutes data, and be willing to
consider all forms and types of data
throughout the PLC work. (p. 45)
10. Work with building administrators. (p.
47)
These principles or elements are evident in all the stories and cases shared by
the authors. Each chapter contains a story
that illustrates a part of the action research
process, protocols, data gathering tools
and templates, research methods utilized
and conclusions drawn as a result of the inquiry.
Peppered throughout the chapters are the authors’
reflections on the processes and practices embedded
in the cases they present.
The authors take the reader through a very
methodical process of action research, which allows
for easy transfer to practice. The examples provided
are clear and concise, and readers can see themselves in the cases articulated as examples.
Protocols are presented as on the NSRF website,
NSRF Resource Book and in The Power of Protocols,
1st and 2nd editions. The authors have not adapted
or compromised any of the protocols they present.
Rather, they have implemented them appropriately,
matching protocol to purpose with the finesse
of experienced Critical Friends Group coaches.
This fidelity, along with the demonstrated success
articulated in The Reflective Educator’s Guide to
Professional Development, will reignite veteran practitioners and engage novices in the praxis of using
structured conversation to focus inquiry and reflection.
This text serves as a reminder of the powerful
sustainability and “best practice” nature of our work.
While at first glance, it might seem as if the authors
are renaming that work, their continual reference
to NSRF and the authors of the protocols leave the
reader wanting to know more about the National
School Reform Faculty and its work. For the veterans
among us, this text provides a quick reference and
some good scenarios to share and compare. Finally,
this text would also serve as a good book study for
new or novice CFG coaches. Reading its stories and
seeing examples of embedded protocol in practice
<
will spark reflective conversations.
Chris Kingsbery can be contacted at
ckingsbery@aol.com
Fall 2008
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The Five Freedoms Project Leadership Academy
Kim Carter, New Hampshire

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of
the press; or of the right of the people peaceably
to assemble, and to petition the Government for a
redress of grievances.
The First Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States

M

“

y religion is very important to me.
The school I used to go to had a lot of
students, but I felt invisible. Religion
wasn’t something we could talk about there. When
I went to a school that let me bring my religion
to my work, I felt like I could be a whole person
again.”
“At the school I went to before,
kids would get detention for talking
about religion. I’m glad to be at a
school where I can ask the questions that I wonder about. I recently
researched evolution and creationism, and presented what I found at a
School Board meeting.”
“When we were new students
at the school, the older students
weren’t being respectful to us. The
new students got together, talked
about it and called a community
Kim Carter
meeting to discuss respect. Things
are better now.”
These are comments from students telling
their stories in a fishbowl at the first inaugural Five
Freedoms Project Leadership Academy, held July
7 – 11, 2008, at the newly opened Newseum in
Washington, D.C. A total of forty principals from
around the country, representing urban, suburban
and rural schools, K – 12, gathered for a week to
explore the Five Freedoms Project five-part framework for leading change and to delve into the
implications of the five First Amendment liberties.
If there was ever a critical venue to explore the
gap between beliefs and practices, how we live out
the First Amendment freedoms in our schools is one
of the most essential to our work of fostering educational and social equity.
Charles Haynes, scholar of religious liberty at
the First Amendment Center in Washington, D.C.,
is emphatic: “The health of our democracy in the
United States depends on the First Amendment.
These five freedoms are the key to every advance in
social justice. More importantly, these five freedoms
4
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are essential if we hope to expand liberty and justice for more people in the twenty first century.”
From the Academy’s initial Opening Moves
to the final gathering on the last day, co-facilitators
Sam Chaltain, Daniel Baron and I utilized a number
of NSRF protocols and practices. We engaged participants in critical friendship and honed facilitative
leadership skills while deepening our individual and
shared understandings of the history, development
and implications of the five freedoms guaranteed by
the First Amendment.
Hailing from educational environments as
diverse as Nanaikapono Elementary School in
Hawaii, Davis Aerospace Technical High School
in Michigan and School for the Creative and
Performing Arts in Kentucky and
communities as varied as Florida,
North Dakota, Washington, New
Mexico, Texas and Pennsylvania,
participating school leaders brought
diverse experiences, perspectives
and concerns. Their commitments
to their students was immediately
evident from their spirited responses
and dialogue during the first day’s
Zones of Comfort, Risk and Danger
protocol. As one might expect with
a group of committed school leaders, dialogue was intense as the
group considered scenarios such as
the following:
A first year teacher comes into your office asking for help, saying, “I am uncomfortable teaching
the remedial class, which is 90% students of color,
and I don’t know what to do to help them.”
In a faculty meeting, a faculty members raises a
question about the amount of resource allocation to
AP classes and notes that students in the AP classes
are mostly white in a school with wide ethnic diversity.
A group of parents comes to your office asking
to use the school auditorium to hold a public meeting to discuss racism in the school and the community.
Interspersed with protocols such as Success
Analysis, Attributes of a Learning Community,
Microlabs, Collaborative Assessment Conference,
and Wagon Wheels were presentations and interactive case study explorations digging into the implications of religious liberty, freedom of speech and
press, and the right to
assembly and petition
(continued on page 11)
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Khalil Gibran Int.’l Academy
(continued from page 7)

My Reflection

Sarah Childers, Indiana

I

I wonder if Ms. Almontaser or her students
have had negative experiences due to their
dress, names and/or ethnicity. If their community publicly attacks KGIA, then what goes
on in private?
I can speak to the prevalence of fear and
bias against Muslims. Cowards who preferred
to strike anonymously, firebombed my local
mosque five years ago. In consideration of that
event, what threats might have KGIA received,
or Ms. Almontaser herself?
For a time, I chose to wear the hijab, or
headscarf, on a daily basis as a symbol of my
Muslim faith. I no longer do, except at services,
largely because I personally no longer agree
with the practice as a mandate, though I maintain full respect for those who choose to wear
it. But to be honest with myself, there is an
aspect to my choice that is about acceptance,
feeling different, to the extent of receiving hostile glances, being judged and living with fear.

I often feel pain at my choice, the easy road,
compared to that of my Muslim sisters who
continue to endure abuse for their chosen religious practice. Despite that, I am all the more
dedicated to supporting the freedoms guaranteed us all to practice (or not) as we choose.

larger, quieter setting, where smaller group sizes
can be maintained and the students’ environment
can be stabilized, hopefully without the need for a
police guard on opening day.
Debbie Almontaser said in an interview with
Amy Goodman of Democracy Now: “My last
words are basically urging the American public
to really develop a better understanding of the
political agenda that is out there by people such as
Daniel Pipes and right-wing groups who are going
after prominent Muslim and Arab American leaders
who are trying to make a difference in this country.
It is so important to allow us to bridge the gaps
and build bridges of understanding among people
across this country and to, you know, continue in
the healing process of developing a better country
and a better world for all of humanity.”6
It is now Ramadan (approximately Sept. 1
through Sept. 30), a perfect opportunity to act on
Ms. Almontaser’s advice to build bridges with your
students or friends or neighbors who may be celebrating this month. Ramadan Mubarak!
<
Sarah Childers can be reached at
schilders@nsrfharmony.org

My sisters and me on Eid, 2005
Left to Right: Sadia (Pakistan), Wati (Malaysia),
Coumba (Somalia) and me (USA).
Although I am white with blonde hair and
blue eyes, when I don a hijab, I become the
“other”; to many people, the enemy. As I wore
the hijab, I realized how differently people
looked at me (or often averted their eyes from
me), treated me, spoke to me, identified me.
My family was judged along with me. Without
my hijab, our family is “normal” and white. But
during the time period I wore it, our car was
vandalized twice while parked in public places.
I was scared that our children might be targeted
next. Today, as I walk bare-headed and blonde,

Connections: the Journal of the National School Reform Faculty

1 New York Times, 8/29/07, Samuel G. Freedman
2 New York Sun, 3/7/07, Sarah Garland “New
Brooklyn School to Offer Middle East Studies”
3 New York Post, 8/6/07, Chuck Bennett and
Jana Winter “City Principal is ‘Revolting’: Tied
to ‘Intifada NYC’ Shirts”
4 CNN, 9/5/07, Richard Roth “New York public
school accused of radical Islamist agenda”
5 New York Times, 4/28/08, Andrea Elliott
“Critics Cost Muslim Educator Her Dream
School”
6 Democracy Now, democracynow.org, 4/29/08,
with Amy Goodman, “Ousted NYC Arabic
School Principal Debbie Almontaser Speaks
Out on the New McCarthyism and Rightwing
Media Attacks”
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NSRF’s Living History

Peggy Silva, New Hampshire

(continued from page 5)

in the same place. I have such respect for their journeys as educators and their passion for their work
with students. I have experienced a huge learning
curve—partially because of my personal background
as a citizen of Great Britain, but the discourse on
equity with them has taught me so much. I feel such
a sense of urgency about it.”
Describe your Center of Activity.
In Vermont our Center works strategically within
our state and our mission is to have an impact over
time on the way all Vermont Schools do business.
There are currently seven national facilitators who
are members of the Vermont Center; we are a collaborative group spread out across the state who meet
regularly as a center. We have forged some essential
agreements, and we share the work and match the
facilitators to the work. We believe that our collaboration can over time provide a big impact in a
small state. Vermont now has more than 500 trained
coaches. We also provide ongoing coaching, and
that has made a substantial difference in our work
as we struggle with issues beyond initial implementation, issues of school improvement, reform and
equity.
What are your hopes and fears for NSRF as it moves
forward?
Over the past several years I have had a number of fears about the evolution of NSRF. The Rural
Trust is, like NSRF, an organization originally developed through the philanthropy of the Annenberg
Foundation so I am able to contrast their development. NSRF has huge strengths, which have resulted
from the collaborative and open way the NSRF
movement has grown. We need to harness these
strengths of collaboration. openness and transparency and mirror them in our governance structure.
Currently we have a very traditional closed national
structure, which does not take advantage of the
power of the NSRF movement in the field. I believe
we can create a vital and inclusive governance
model, which would better serve the development
and impact of NSRF work. My hope is that we will
embrace this challenge. I also believe that equity is
the heart of our work and NSRF needs to embrace
the issues equity work has revealed to us.
What excites you about your current work?
My work with the Rural Trust is varied and takes
me around the country to small rural places, which I
find fascinating and interesting as well as often chal12
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lenging. I have learnt so much particularly about
the south from visiting and working in these small
communities. I feel like I am bringing an outside
perspective to these places, one of hope and possibility for improving their schools and communities.
The heart of the work of the Rural Trust is to help
schools and communities get better together and
Place Based Learning is a central strategy to this
goal. I have been able to support teachers working with community members to develop exciting
community based projects, which meet curriculum
requirements and add value to their communities.
One project I am currently working on for the Rural
Trust is Fund for Teachers. (fundforteachers.org)
This project provides grants of $5,000 to teachers,
to explore a passion during the summer months.
Currently we have teachers traveling as far away as
South Africa and New Zealand to learn about topics
they will bring back to their classrooms next year.
With VTNSRF I am currently coaching 2
schools one a small K –8 school which has made
great progress with our work and the other a large
rural high school which is just beginning. I am
enjoying the challenge of thinking though the issues
the large high school is struggling with.
I just had the opportunity to work with Daniel
Baron in an institute on building sustainable communities with Peter Senge through his Society for
Organizational Learning (SOL). Shelburne Farms
and the Burlington, Vermont schools are partners
in this work and Daniel and I led learning journeys
into the community
It was fascinating to see that Senge’s personal
style in planning an institute. He is personally comfortable in a lecture hall setting, rather than in a collaborative model. That gave me a lot to think about.
I am about to attend a CFEE Coaching for
Educational Equity seminar at Bayces in Oakland,
California. I believe that this experience will add to
my knowledge base on issues of equity in education
and enrich my thinking.
Since 2004 I have also been bringing NSRF
work overseas to international school settings and
I have had the opportunity to work with schools in
Japan, Korea, Thailand and China. In October I will
be traveling to Africa to introduce NSRF work at
two conferences for international schools, one in
Swaziland and the other in Uganda.
<
Margaret MacLean can be reached at
margaret.maclean@ruraledu.org. Peggy Silva
can be reached at psilva@sprise.com
Connections: the Journal of the National School Reform Faculty

H

ow did a British woman come to work for
the Rural School and Community Trust in
northern Vermont?
Eventually, all paths converge. With experience in British schools, international schools in
Russia, Bulgaria, Germany, Holland and Poland
and now rural schools in Vermont, I have been
able to use elements from each of my experiences
in very diverse settings. My first
teaching position was in a school in
Leicestershire, England, the school
that developed the open classroom,
and started the first integrated day
structure. Although it was scary and
new for a first year teacher, it was
also exciting – an extremely collegial
experience of working with four other
teachers to plan a cohesive program
for 10-12-year-old students.
After years of traveling and working in Europe, my husband, daughter
and I settled in Peacham, Vermont,
a small community of 640 people. I
accepted a position as a principal in
Margaret MacLean
a pre K-6 setting. Peacham is a supportive community, and both the community and
our school were going through a very difficult time.
It was an interesting time to become a school leader
– our problems mandated innovative solutions.
How did you discover the National School Reform
Faculty?
My school became involved with the
Annenberg Rural Challenge, which later evolved
into the Rural School and Community Trust (ruraledu.org), and I became a founder of the Vermont
Rural Partnership, VRP (vermontruralpartnership.
org), a coalition of 18 small rural schools, which
has just ended its 10th year. Our work with the
Rural Trust involved a portfolio project, which had
a Harvard-based design team with Vito Perrone,
and I found this particularly interesting. In 2001, I
accepted a part-time job for the Rural School and
Community Trust with an assessment focus. Around
the same time Faith Dunne, one of the first directors
of NSRF, moved back to Vermont and we connected
our work. I attended a five-day seminar and began
the work of establishing CFGs at my school. Later I
interned with Faith in Vermont. After Faith’s untimely death, a small group of folks in Vermont gathered
to figure out how we could continue Faith’s work
in Vermont and VTNSRF was born (vtnsrf.org).
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Much of the work I currently do is crossover work
between the two organizations, the Rural School
and Community Trust and NSRF.
Faith Dunne helped me to recognize that all
the elements of my diverse experience in settings
around the world could work together. She helped
me to blend my experiences together in collaborative, non-hierarchical ways.
What does equity work look like in
rural Vermont?
There are a number of issues associated with educational inequity in
Vermont. School finance is an equity
issue here, and even though Vermont
has a reasonable education finance
law, Act 60, there are still disparities
between towns with tourist wealth
and those without the former which
plays out in create schools with many
opportunities and resources, while the
latter communities struggle to pass
adequate school budgets. Beyond
school financing issues we have many
students who live in poverty and
issues of equity arise around readiness for school,
those with access to Pre School and those without
etc.
As a principal I was always trying to explain to
parents who wanted the “perfect” school experience for their child how much we learn and grow
when things are not perfect – how growth comes
through dissonance and challenge.
What is difficult for those of us working in this
setting is that many of our families have a strong
history of generations working in farming and logging, typical rural occupations, but those jobs are
disappearing and changing at a rapid rate and
there is an urgent need to change the direction of
our educational goals. It is often difficult to help
traditional rural high schools to recognize that the
demands of a global economy mandate the need
to change teaching practices and learning goals.
Regardless of all the applicable filters—socioeconomics, gender, and race—there is not an expectation that all students can learn. And that is the
heart of equity work, regardless of setting.
Most of my colleagues in the Rural Trust, a
virtual organization spread across the country, are
African-American women from the south. We have
a true alliance because
our values are grounded
(continued on page 12)
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Race Matters

John Patrick Moran, California

S

ince evolving our CFG Coaches trainings to be
Equity Based and – for the sake of our most
underserved students – explicitly prioritizing
race (at least for the weeklong institute), we have
learned much about the dynamics and reactions
that can be expected as our curriculum and community develop across the intensive week and as
participants face and assess their individual journeys and roles within our educational system.
Common is the “This is not all about race”
statement. Another argument is “Race doesn’t
matter if we love and respect each other,” suggesting that our goodwill and
behaviors will counter the
impacts of the larger sociological impacts issue of racism within our classes. Our
recent Equity Based-CFG
training with the North
Carolina Department of
Public Instruction proved
to be no exception to
the rule. Following a rich
and deep discussion as to
whether or not race matters in good education,
one of our participants
could not stop thinking
about the discussion, even
after he had gone home for
the evening. He returned
the next day and offered
the following reflection
during Connections. – Greg Peters, California
Race Matters
John Patrick Moran
Race matters.
It mattered when I was introduced to Dorothy Counts
on the steps she previously climbed
on a journey to integrate Harding High.
And as I looked into this face of greatness,
I realized that race matters.
Race matters.
It mattered when I walked up those same steps
to join the faculty of Irwin Avenue and when I
introduced myself, one teacher turned to another,
and said, “I don’t need to talk to no white man.”
Race matters.
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It mattered within the inner halls of these same steps
when segregation played itself out and I have to ask
myself:
if race doesn’t matter, why have we let history repeat
itself?
And most importantly, what is my role in changing it?
Race matters.
It matters every time my partner and I go out into
the world:
One black man with one white one,
and I have to ask if race doesn’t matter:
why do I sometimes see the
face of indifference?
Race matters
It matters then and today, I
believe it matters still.
To believe otherwise am I not
denying my own history?
Are we not denying our collective struggle?
Our connected story?
I am not color blind for to
believe that I am denotes sameness
Denies not only who I am as a
white man
with a story and a heritage of
his own,
wrought with the same struggles and triumphs as yours,
but a man unique in this difference.
I am not color blind for to believe that I am denies
who you are.
Your story.
Your heritage.
And the legacy you wish to leave.
And if I could leave you with one final thought: in
my life and especially in my work as well as my
relationships with the rest of you, will this difference be something to loathe and hate? Or instead,
will it be something that needs to be embraced
and celebrated. Today I choose the latter.
<

Greg Peters can be contacted at
gpeter@sfcess.org
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The Five Freedoms Project...

Director’s Report

(continued from page 4)

(continued from page 10)

for public schools. Academy members also visited
the Newseum’s seven floors of exhibits (newseum.
org) and the National Archives and attended Os
Guinness’s talk on his newly released book, The
Case for Civility.
By the Academy’s closing moves, this already
passionate and committed group of educators had
renewed their energy and enthusiasm for democratic practices in their schools, enlarged their repertoire of tools and strategies for leading change that
ensures all voices are honored and valued and connected to a community of learners who share their
commitments.
“I used to think I was listening to everyone, but
now I know I was just listening to myself.”
“I used to think the emphasis on testing limited
the possibilities for student voice, but now I know
student voice can and will be heard!”
“I used to think I was in a desert, but now I
know I’m not.”
“I used to think our issues were unique, but
now I know we’re all in this together.”
The week of the Academy was just the beginning. The Five Freedoms Project aspires to support
all those involved in democratic schooling and to
build a network of people committed to ensuring
all young people are seen and heard. I hope you’ll
consider joining us!
<

dance? Special Ed? ELL? Suspensions? Recess?
Lunch? Breakfast? Grading? NCLB? Testing? Class
rank? Reading groups? PD? NSRF? – yes, critical
friendship – where’s my group?
The new school year is an opportunity to
renew our
friendships
How will I become
– critical as well
a better learner and
as collegial.
teacher? How will I fosThose of us in
NSRF enter the
ter equity? Will I need to
new school
interrupt inequity? What
year looking
will be different and
for our groups,
what the same? What
our peeps, our
child will I reach? Who
Critical Friends
Groups. There is
will reach me?
anticipation for
the first meeting – what text will we read? Which protocol will
we use? Whose student will we learn more about?
How will I become a better learner and teacher?
How will I foster equity? Will I need to interrupt
inequity? What will be different and what the
same? What child will I reach? Who will reach me?
I always love the beginning of school – even
though it’s the end of summer and autumn is upon
us, for school people, September feels like a new
beginning. As I enter this school year I wonder if
and hope that my practice will be different – more
equitable, more aware. I continue to consider the
role privilege plays in my life and in the lives of
the people I work with. I wonder how NSRF will
continue to critically examine the role of privilege
and equity in our work and how we will work to
achieve our mission through the joint constructs of
critical friendship and facilitative leadership.
My mother always taught me that on the first
day of school, for good luck, you were supposed
to both leave the house and enter the schoolhouse
with your right foot first. The consequences for
disrespecting this superstition would be dire yet
unnamed. I still do it every year, and by the time
this edition of Connections hits your mailbox, I will
have done it again. Good luck to all of you and to
all of our children as we embark on another critical school year.
<

Kim Carter can be contacted at
kimelcee@gmail.com

The Five Freedoms Project: Entry Points
The Five Freedoms Project believes that
America’s young people need educators who
can do more than raise test scores; they need
leaders who spark student learning by creating
schools in which everyone has voice, value and
visibility. We also believe our democracy needs
individuals with more than a vague awareness
of the First Amendment’s five freedoms (religion, speech, press, assembly and petition); it
needs a new generation of citizens who utilize
those rights in order to follow their consciences,
speak out for justice and organize for change.
For more information visit fivefreedoms.org or
nsrfharmony.org/connections.html
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Steven Strull can be contacted at
stevenstrull@optonline.net
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Ambassadors of Peace and Hope...
The Khalil Gibran International Academy

Director’s Report

Sarah Childers, Indiana

(continued from page 1)

we spend as much of our summer as possible. We
share a small cabana (wooden shack with shower)
with two other families, we have direct access to
the Atlantic Ocean and there’s a swimming pool
and concession stand. We even have a “cabana
boy” (read Flamingo Kid) and my children attend
camp there as well. It provides us with the most
amazing family time I can imagine, and it is how
we choose to spend our summers. As I arrived that
Friday afternoon I began to think about my opportunity to even have such a choice, and I acknowledged my thankfulness for my circumstance. My
thoughts then returned for a bit to the East 50s in
Brooklyn; I still hadn’t quite landed on privilege, but
I knew I was thinking about something.
Normally, we would stay at the beach, give the
kids dinner and showers and they would pass out
on the ride home. Last night was not normal. We
were invited as “guests”, along with some friends,
to the local country club – a pretty exclusive place
that we rarely access, yet is completely local to my
neighborhood. It’s close enough that we ride around
it on our bicycles, always around the perimeter, yet
rarely visit. In country clubs, at least the few that I
have been to, there are members, guests, and workers – with an unspoken (usually) code among them.
I began participating and observing, making eye
contact and little comments with Michelle, my wife
and partner, and the thoughts came flooding in as
an insight. I was replaying my day in bits and pieces, thoughts and images, and the notion of privilege
came washing over me.
In the span of a day I had experienced privilege at three different levels: a distinction in central
Brooklyn that was a new discovery for me; the
feeling of my own privilege and my appreciation
I experience for it; and a level of privilege that is
beyond my own economic circumstance that I am
near to but not a part of.
I also had to consider race as it was staring
me in the face all day long. Central Brooklyn and
the children who attend school in that part of New
York are overwhelmingly, if not exclusively, people
of color – a mix of African-Americans, Caribbean
Americans, Africans and Latinos and Latinas – and
almost all of the children attending school receive
free or reduced price lunches, a true metric of poverty. Two of the four principals I worked with that
morning are African-American, two are white, and
all, by definition, are middle or upper middle class.
At the beach club, the membership is almost exclusively white and predominately Jewish; the cabana
10 Fall 2008

boys are of the community and the sons of our
neighbors, yet the maintenance staff are all people
of color – a pretty stark distinction linked to who
does what for the members, who are seen and who
are unseen. At the private country club, the membership and guests were all white and overwhelmingly Jewish, while the wait staff were people of
color or recent white immigrants – immigrants not
too dissimilar from my own grandparents. Race and
privilege were front and center for me; there were
no easy correlates to define what privilege went
with which race...yet there were tendencies that
were hard to ignore.
My goal in thinking and writing about my day
and about privilege is not to offer a sermon or
pretend that I have some unique insight. But as I
considered this particular day with all the ideas,
thoughts and feelings it showed me, I found myself
turning to the mission of NSRF, our work of fostering equity and some newer work, from within our
network, of interrupting inequity.
At our recent Accountability Council meeting
we began wrestling with the issue of equity and,
for the first time, wondered aloud if a fault line had
emerged between our theoretical understanding of
our mission and its practical implications. Indeed,
when is it appropriate to foster equity and when
might it be necessary to interrupt inequity? Who
decides? Can two seemingly oppositional ideas be
mutually compatible? How might this be a competing tension that we can all learn from? Is there right
and wrong? Truth? Whose truth? Is race the only
difference to consider when choosing a facilitation
team? Or is that just the easiest to discern? Or do
race and racism trump all other similarities and
differences? Do the principals of color in Brooklyn
have more in common with the children they are
charged with teaching or with their white colleagues? What does “across difference” mean in
this context?
These are big questions for NSRF and big questions for our schools. Some other questions I bet
folks are thinking about as another school year
begins: Do we really know how to teach everyone
to read? How come only 50% of urban children
graduate from high school in four years? Is this the
best history curriculum? Who should pick the principal? How big should our classes be? How many
fire drills do we have to do before December?
Can I really spend a month on estimation? What’s
“Facebook” again?
Winter play? Fall
(continued on page 11)
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D

ebbie Almontaser built on her teaching
career and history of “interfaith activism
and outreach across the boundaries of race,
ethnicity and religion”1 to reach her dream of opening a school that would focus on Arab culture and
language. Her vision was that the multicultural curriculum and environment of the
school would help students to
become “ambassadors of peace
and hope.” However, days
after her school’s plans were
announced, she and the school
board began receiving threats
and criticism based not on Ms.
Almontaser’s activities, record or
career, but on her religion. Ms.
Almontaser is a Muslim immigrant from Yemen.
The Khalil Gibran
International Academy (KGIA), a
public school in New York City,
New York, opened in September
of 2007. The school is funded
in part by the American-Jewish
World Service and the Christian
Children’s Fund, and was
planned in conjunction with
the Lutheran Medical Center
and American-Arab AntiDiscrimination Committee2.
However, before the school
Ms. Debbie Almontaser
even opened its doors, Ms.
Almontaser was forced to step
down as the founding principal under a hailstorm of
attacks. They began when a T-shirt reading “Intifada
NYC” was made by Arab Women in Art and Media,
an organization operating with the support of Saba:
The Association of American Yemenis, where Ms.
Almontaser is a board member. This slogan caused
alarm, with the New York Post declaring that the
shirts called for “a Gaza-style uprising in the Big
Apple,” as well as “pro-violence,” “glorify(ing)
Palestinian terror,” and calling Ms. Almontaser
“revolting.”3
Fueled by the fear generated by the T-shirts, a
movement began against the school generally and
Ms. Almonstaser specifically. Those opposing the
school claimed that the school’s true purpose was
not what it seemed – that in fact it’s goal was to
indoctrinate students into Islam and turn them into
terrorists.4
Local parents, with the help of national antiConnections: the Journal of the National School Reform Faculty

Muslim firebrand Daniel Pipes, formed a group
called Stop the Madrassa. Their website reveals a
frightening array of anti-Muslim slander and spin,
which is used as justification of their views on the
school. Most of their arguments against the school
are comprised of inciting fear of the “other” by
naming the school a madrassa (an
Arabic word meaning “school”
that has taken on a negative connotation in the media), using
the word “intifada” as described
above, using Ms. Almontaser’s
birth name, Dhabah, instead of
the name she has chosen to use
professionally (Debbie) and playing a sketchy game of connect
the dots between Ms. Almontaser
and KGIA and any organization
with a Muslim-sounding name.
Mr. Pipes sees the emergence of the school as just one
in a string of nation-wide occurrences of Muslims “imposing
their religious values in the public
domain.”5 Simple accommodations for people with lifestyles
and values different from the
dominant culture, such as a local
pool holding hours for womenonly, or Muslims running for
political office, are interpreted
by Mr. Pipes as a “soft jihad,” or
a slow insinuation of Islam and
Muslims into American society – something he says
should be feared and fought. Even teaching the
Arabic language in school, according to Pipes, is a
gateway to terrorism.
Since the school’s opening, lawsuits have been
filed by Ms. Almontaser and Stop the Madrassa,
both against one another and the New York
Department of Education. The students at the
school have been subjected to a chaotic environment of the press at the front doors and continuing
public scrutiny.
Across the country, innumerable schools are
preparing to begin a new school year, during
which they will doubtless offer foreign language
and bilingual instruction. In New York alone, 200
small schools focusing on Chinese, French or
Russian will begin classes again. The Khalil Gibran
International Academy
will be reopening in a
(continued on page 13)
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One plus One equals One

Michaelann Kelley and Mary Matthews, Texas
“This program is one of the best things I have ever
experienced. Yes, we learned some of the things
that can be used as a leader to help groups and
clubs, and we also had a lot of fun.” – 11th grader,
Eisenhower High School

“I

the program, both the students and the facilitators
felt one of the most effective activities was
Connections. In the beginning it was one of
learned much more than was planned. The agenda
had all the protocols of an adult CFG training, ice
the most awkward things to do, but by the
breakers, norms and team building. In addition, the
end I felt that everyone was more comfortable…I
students participated in leadership exercises and
believe this program (CFG) could work wonders
texts on study skills and time management looking
in school…I hope that we can got back to school
and train others so that they can be equipped with
at maximizing their potential. Teachers, club sponsors and administrators nominated the students
these tools.” Vladimir, 11th grader, Eisenhower High
based on the following criteria: newly elected
School
school leadership positions, advisory facilitator
The quote above could have been taken from
positions or for their potential to change school clialmost any reflection sheet in any Critical Friends
Group training, but it wasn’t.
The above reflection is just
one from the newly trained
student CFG coaches. This first
for the Houston educational
landscape took place during
the third week of June, when
15 students were trained in the
processes of Critical Friends
Group, the professional development approach embraced
by the adult educators of the
students’ schools. The students
were part of a pilot program
sponsored by Houston A+
Challenge to promote leadership, reflective practice and
study skills. Groups of students
from Challenge Early College
High School (Houston ISD) and
Dwight D. Eisenhower High
School (Aldine ISD) participated
in the weeklong program.
We (the authors) facilitated
Mary Matthews pictured far left, Michaelann Kelley pictured fourth from left, center.
the daily sessions and were
impressed with the consistent
mates at their respective schools. The students are
high quality of student insights and reflections.
expected to return to their campuses and impleNot unlike adults trained in the CFG protocols and
ment the protocols, activities and leadership skills
processes, the students reported that many of their
with their peers in the classroom, in clubs and
experiences were powerful and life-changing. Tim
extra curricular activities.
Martindell, Houston A+ Challenge CFG Program
One goal that was definitely achieved was
Director, pointed out, “These students’ Critical
the planting of seeds for dynamic student leadFriends Group journey runs parallel to the paths
ers. As Jasmine wrote, “This past week has been a
that many of their teachers have traveled before
life changing experience…I’ve done things that I
them and the same journey that I have seen in
many participants have in my CFG trainings.”
never imagined I would do…including finding out
what kind of leader I can be…I have learned how
While the group faced many challenges and
to take control without being a control freak and
successes because they were the first to experience
8
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“I feel that this program has been really eye-opening. I feel that I am going to leave here as a better
person … I feel that if people go into this program
with the mentality that they will give their all, then
they can make bonds that will last a lifetime.”
– 11th grader, Eisenhower High School
getting a group on the same page to prevent negativity…I owe all my success in leadership from this
point forward to this program.”
Janie, a 12th grader at Challenge Early College
High School, wrote, “At the end of the week we
were no longer two schools thrown into the same
program, we were friends that shared the same experience.” After reading this reflection, Mary and I are
confident that these students are going to shine. One
school in Aldine ISD plus One school in Houston
ISD equals One group of students ready to take on
the world – together.
The statements below were taken directly from
students’ reflection sheets. You can also hear from
a couple of the students directly in a video chronicling the week of CFG training on the Houston A+
Challenge website (houstonaplus.org/news/2008-0620-CFG-NewCoaches.html).
“I would love to have other students have this same
experience. I learned that learning never ends.”
– 12th grader, Challenge Early College High School
“The program brought many new and old faces
together. This program made everyone better leaders. Many of the protocols that were learned this
week can be implemented in our school’s advisory
program.” – 12th grader Challenge Early College
<
High School.
Michaelann Kelley can be contacted at
mkelley@aldine.k12.tx.us
Mary Matthews can be contacted at
mary.matthews@aliefisd.net
Connections: the Journal of the National School Reform Faculty
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“I feel that this program has been really eye-opening. I feel that I am going to leave here as a better
person … I feel that if people go into this program
with the mentality that they will give their all, then
they can make bonds that will last a lifetime.”
– 11th grader, Eisenhower High School
getting a group on the same page to prevent negativity…I owe all my success in leadership from this
point forward to this program.”
Janie, a 12th grader at Challenge Early College
High School, wrote, “At the end of the week we
were no longer two schools thrown into the same
program, we were friends that shared the same experience.” After reading this reflection, Mary and I are
confident that these students are going to shine. One
school in Aldine ISD plus One school in Houston
ISD equals One group of students ready to take on
the world – together.
The statements below were taken directly from
students’ reflection sheets. You can also hear from
a couple of the students directly in a video chronicling the week of CFG training on the Houston A+
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“I would love to have other students have this same
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we spend as much of our summer as possible. We
share a small cabana (wooden shack with shower)
with two other families, we have direct access to
the Atlantic Ocean and there’s a swimming pool
and concession stand. We even have a “cabana
boy” (read Flamingo Kid) and my children attend
camp there as well. It provides us with the most
amazing family time I can imagine, and it is how
we choose to spend our summers. As I arrived that
Friday afternoon I began to think about my opportunity to even have such a choice, and I acknowledged my thankfulness for my circumstance. My
thoughts then returned for a bit to the East 50s in
Brooklyn; I still hadn’t quite landed on privilege, but
I knew I was thinking about something.
Normally, we would stay at the beach, give the
kids dinner and showers and they would pass out
on the ride home. Last night was not normal. We
were invited as “guests”, along with some friends,
to the local country club – a pretty exclusive place
that we rarely access, yet is completely local to my
neighborhood. It’s close enough that we ride around
it on our bicycles, always around the perimeter, yet
rarely visit. In country clubs, at least the few that I
have been to, there are members, guests, and workers – with an unspoken (usually) code among them.
I began participating and observing, making eye
contact and little comments with Michelle, my wife
and partner, and the thoughts came flooding in as
an insight. I was replaying my day in bits and pieces, thoughts and images, and the notion of privilege
came washing over me.
In the span of a day I had experienced privilege at three different levels: a distinction in central
Brooklyn that was a new discovery for me; the
feeling of my own privilege and my appreciation
I experience for it; and a level of privilege that is
beyond my own economic circumstance that I am
near to but not a part of.
I also had to consider race as it was staring
me in the face all day long. Central Brooklyn and
the children who attend school in that part of New
York are overwhelmingly, if not exclusively, people
of color – a mix of African-Americans, Caribbean
Americans, Africans and Latinos and Latinas – and
almost all of the children attending school receive
free or reduced price lunches, a true metric of poverty. Two of the four principals I worked with that
morning are African-American, two are white, and
all, by definition, are middle or upper middle class.
At the beach club, the membership is almost exclusively white and predominately Jewish; the cabana
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boys are of the community and the sons of our
neighbors, yet the maintenance staff are all people
of color – a pretty stark distinction linked to who
does what for the members, who are seen and who
are unseen. At the private country club, the membership and guests were all white and overwhelmingly Jewish, while the wait staff were people of
color or recent white immigrants – immigrants not
too dissimilar from my own grandparents. Race and
privilege were front and center for me; there were
no easy correlates to define what privilege went
with which race...yet there were tendencies that
were hard to ignore.
My goal in thinking and writing about my day
and about privilege is not to offer a sermon or
pretend that I have some unique insight. But as I
considered this particular day with all the ideas,
thoughts and feelings it showed me, I found myself
turning to the mission of NSRF, our work of fostering equity and some newer work, from within our
network, of interrupting inequity.
At our recent Accountability Council meeting
we began wrestling with the issue of equity and,
for the first time, wondered aloud if a fault line had
emerged between our theoretical understanding of
our mission and its practical implications. Indeed,
when is it appropriate to foster equity and when
might it be necessary to interrupt inequity? Who
decides? Can two seemingly oppositional ideas be
mutually compatible? How might this be a competing tension that we can all learn from? Is there right
and wrong? Truth? Whose truth? Is race the only
difference to consider when choosing a facilitation
team? Or is that just the easiest to discern? Or do
race and racism trump all other similarities and
differences? Do the principals of color in Brooklyn
have more in common with the children they are
charged with teaching or with their white colleagues? What does “across difference” mean in
this context?
These are big questions for NSRF and big questions for our schools. Some other questions I bet
folks are thinking about as another school year
begins: Do we really know how to teach everyone
to read? How come only 50% of urban children
graduate from high school in four years? Is this the
best history curriculum? Who should pick the principal? How big should our classes be? How many
fire drills do we have to do before December?
Can I really spend a month on estimation? What’s
“Facebook” again?
Winter play? Fall
(continued on page 11)
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ebbie Almontaser built on her teaching
career and history of “interfaith activism
and outreach across the boundaries of race,
ethnicity and religion”1 to reach her dream of opening a school that would focus on Arab culture and
language. Her vision was that the multicultural curriculum and environment of the
school would help students to
become “ambassadors of peace
and hope.” However, days
after her school’s plans were
announced, she and the school
board began receiving threats
and criticism based not on Ms.
Almontaser’s activities, record or
career, but on her religion. Ms.
Almontaser is a Muslim immigrant from Yemen.
The Khalil Gibran
International Academy (KGIA), a
public school in New York City,
New York, opened in September
of 2007. The school is funded
in part by the American-Jewish
World Service and the Christian
Children’s Fund, and was
planned in conjunction with
the Lutheran Medical Center
and American-Arab AntiDiscrimination Committee2.
However, before the school
Ms. Debbie Almontaser
even opened its doors, Ms.
Almontaser was forced to step
down as the founding principal under a hailstorm of
attacks. They began when a T-shirt reading “Intifada
NYC” was made by Arab Women in Art and Media,
an organization operating with the support of Saba:
The Association of American Yemenis, where Ms.
Almontaser is a board member. This slogan caused
alarm, with the New York Post declaring that the
shirts called for “a Gaza-style uprising in the Big
Apple,” as well as “pro-violence,” “glorify(ing)
Palestinian terror,” and calling Ms. Almontaser
“revolting.”3
Fueled by the fear generated by the T-shirts, a
movement began against the school generally and
Ms. Almonstaser specifically. Those opposing the
school claimed that the school’s true purpose was
not what it seemed – that in fact it’s goal was to
indoctrinate students into Islam and turn them into
terrorists.4
Local parents, with the help of national antiConnections: the Journal of the National School Reform Faculty

Muslim firebrand Daniel Pipes, formed a group
called Stop the Madrassa. Their website reveals a
frightening array of anti-Muslim slander and spin,
which is used as justification of their views on the
school. Most of their arguments against the school
are comprised of inciting fear of the “other” by
naming the school a madrassa (an
Arabic word meaning “school”
that has taken on a negative connotation in the media), using
the word “intifada” as described
above, using Ms. Almontaser’s
birth name, Dhabah, instead of
the name she has chosen to use
professionally (Debbie) and playing a sketchy game of connect
the dots between Ms. Almontaser
and KGIA and any organization
with a Muslim-sounding name.
Mr. Pipes sees the emergence of the school as just one
in a string of nation-wide occurrences of Muslims “imposing
their religious values in the public
domain.”5 Simple accommodations for people with lifestyles
and values different from the
dominant culture, such as a local
pool holding hours for womenonly, or Muslims running for
political office, are interpreted
by Mr. Pipes as a “soft jihad,” or
a slow insinuation of Islam and
Muslims into American society – something he says
should be feared and fought. Even teaching the
Arabic language in school, according to Pipes, is a
gateway to terrorism.
Since the school’s opening, lawsuits have been
filed by Ms. Almontaser and Stop the Madrassa,
both against one another and the New York
Department of Education. The students at the
school have been subjected to a chaotic environment of the press at the front doors and continuing
public scrutiny.
Across the country, innumerable schools are
preparing to begin a new school year, during
which they will doubtless offer foreign language
and bilingual instruction. In New York alone, 200
small schools focusing on Chinese, French or
Russian will begin classes again. The Khalil Gibran
International Academy
will be reopening in a
(continued on page 13)
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Race Matters

John Patrick Moran, California

S

ince evolving our CFG Coaches trainings to be
Equity Based and – for the sake of our most
underserved students – explicitly prioritizing
race (at least for the weeklong institute), we have
learned much about the dynamics and reactions
that can be expected as our curriculum and community develop across the intensive week and as
participants face and assess their individual journeys and roles within our educational system.
Common is the “This is not all about race”
statement. Another argument is “Race doesn’t
matter if we love and respect each other,” suggesting that our goodwill and
behaviors will counter the
impacts of the larger sociological impacts issue of racism within our classes. Our
recent Equity Based-CFG
training with the North
Carolina Department of
Public Instruction proved
to be no exception to
the rule. Following a rich
and deep discussion as to
whether or not race matters in good education,
one of our participants
could not stop thinking
about the discussion, even
after he had gone home for
the evening. He returned
the next day and offered
the following reflection
during Connections. – Greg Peters, California
Race Matters
John Patrick Moran
Race matters.
It mattered when I was introduced to Dorothy Counts
on the steps she previously climbed
on a journey to integrate Harding High.
And as I looked into this face of greatness,
I realized that race matters.
Race matters.
It mattered when I walked up those same steps
to join the faculty of Irwin Avenue and when I
introduced myself, one teacher turned to another,
and said, “I don’t need to talk to no white man.”
Race matters.
6
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It mattered within the inner halls of these same steps
when segregation played itself out and I have to ask
myself:
if race doesn’t matter, why have we let history repeat
itself?
And most importantly, what is my role in changing it?
Race matters.
It matters every time my partner and I go out into
the world:
One black man with one white one,
and I have to ask if race doesn’t matter:
why do I sometimes see the
face of indifference?
Race matters
It matters then and today, I
believe it matters still.
To believe otherwise am I not
denying my own history?
Are we not denying our collective struggle?
Our connected story?
I am not color blind for to
believe that I am denotes sameness
Denies not only who I am as a
white man
with a story and a heritage of
his own,
wrought with the same struggles and triumphs as yours,
but a man unique in this difference.
I am not color blind for to believe that I am denies
who you are.
Your story.
Your heritage.
And the legacy you wish to leave.
And if I could leave you with one final thought: in
my life and especially in my work as well as my
relationships with the rest of you, will this difference be something to loathe and hate? Or instead,
will it be something that needs to be embraced
and celebrated. Today I choose the latter.
<

Greg Peters can be contacted at
gpeter@sfcess.org
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The Five Freedoms Project...

Director’s Report

(continued from page 4)

(continued from page 10)

for public schools. Academy members also visited
the Newseum’s seven floors of exhibits (newseum.
org) and the National Archives and attended Os
Guinness’s talk on his newly released book, The
Case for Civility.
By the Academy’s closing moves, this already
passionate and committed group of educators had
renewed their energy and enthusiasm for democratic practices in their schools, enlarged their repertoire of tools and strategies for leading change that
ensures all voices are honored and valued and connected to a community of learners who share their
commitments.
“I used to think I was listening to everyone, but
now I know I was just listening to myself.”
“I used to think the emphasis on testing limited
the possibilities for student voice, but now I know
student voice can and will be heard!”
“I used to think I was in a desert, but now I
know I’m not.”
“I used to think our issues were unique, but
now I know we’re all in this together.”
The week of the Academy was just the beginning. The Five Freedoms Project aspires to support
all those involved in democratic schooling and to
build a network of people committed to ensuring
all young people are seen and heard. I hope you’ll
consider joining us!
<

dance? Special Ed? ELL? Suspensions? Recess?
Lunch? Breakfast? Grading? NCLB? Testing? Class
rank? Reading groups? PD? NSRF? – yes, critical
friendship – where’s my group?
The new school year is an opportunity to
renew our
friendships
How will I become
– critical as well
a better learner and
as collegial.
teacher? How will I fosThose of us in
NSRF enter the
ter equity? Will I need to
new school
interrupt inequity? What
year looking
will be different and
for our groups,
what the same? What
our peeps, our
child will I reach? Who
Critical Friends
Groups. There is
will reach me?
anticipation for
the first meeting – what text will we read? Which protocol will
we use? Whose student will we learn more about?
How will I become a better learner and teacher?
How will I foster equity? Will I need to interrupt
inequity? What will be different and what the
same? What child will I reach? Who will reach me?
I always love the beginning of school – even
though it’s the end of summer and autumn is upon
us, for school people, September feels like a new
beginning. As I enter this school year I wonder if
and hope that my practice will be different – more
equitable, more aware. I continue to consider the
role privilege plays in my life and in the lives of
the people I work with. I wonder how NSRF will
continue to critically examine the role of privilege
and equity in our work and how we will work to
achieve our mission through the joint constructs of
critical friendship and facilitative leadership.
My mother always taught me that on the first
day of school, for good luck, you were supposed
to both leave the house and enter the schoolhouse
with your right foot first. The consequences for
disrespecting this superstition would be dire yet
unnamed. I still do it every year, and by the time
this edition of Connections hits your mailbox, I will
have done it again. Good luck to all of you and to
all of our children as we embark on another critical school year.
<

Kim Carter can be contacted at
kimelcee@gmail.com

The Five Freedoms Project: Entry Points
The Five Freedoms Project believes that
America’s young people need educators who
can do more than raise test scores; they need
leaders who spark student learning by creating
schools in which everyone has voice, value and
visibility. We also believe our democracy needs
individuals with more than a vague awareness
of the First Amendment’s five freedoms (religion, speech, press, assembly and petition); it
needs a new generation of citizens who utilize
those rights in order to follow their consciences,
speak out for justice and organize for change.
For more information visit fivefreedoms.org or
nsrfharmony.org/connections.html
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Steven Strull can be contacted at
stevenstrull@optonline.net
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NSRF’s Living History: An Interview with Margaret MacLean

NSRF’s Living History

Peggy Silva, New Hampshire

(continued from page 5)

in the same place. I have such respect for their journeys as educators and their passion for their work
with students. I have experienced a huge learning
curve—partially because of my personal background
as a citizen of Great Britain, but the discourse on
equity with them has taught me so much. I feel such
a sense of urgency about it.”
Describe your Center of Activity.
In Vermont our Center works strategically within
our state and our mission is to have an impact over
time on the way all Vermont Schools do business.
There are currently seven national facilitators who
are members of the Vermont Center; we are a collaborative group spread out across the state who meet
regularly as a center. We have forged some essential
agreements, and we share the work and match the
facilitators to the work. We believe that our collaboration can over time provide a big impact in a
small state. Vermont now has more than 500 trained
coaches. We also provide ongoing coaching, and
that has made a substantial difference in our work
as we struggle with issues beyond initial implementation, issues of school improvement, reform and
equity.
What are your hopes and fears for NSRF as it moves
forward?
Over the past several years I have had a number of fears about the evolution of NSRF. The Rural
Trust is, like NSRF, an organization originally developed through the philanthropy of the Annenberg
Foundation so I am able to contrast their development. NSRF has huge strengths, which have resulted
from the collaborative and open way the NSRF
movement has grown. We need to harness these
strengths of collaboration. openness and transparency and mirror them in our governance structure.
Currently we have a very traditional closed national
structure, which does not take advantage of the
power of the NSRF movement in the field. I believe
we can create a vital and inclusive governance
model, which would better serve the development
and impact of NSRF work. My hope is that we will
embrace this challenge. I also believe that equity is
the heart of our work and NSRF needs to embrace
the issues equity work has revealed to us.
What excites you about your current work?
My work with the Rural Trust is varied and takes
me around the country to small rural places, which I
find fascinating and interesting as well as often chal12
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lenging. I have learnt so much particularly about
the south from visiting and working in these small
communities. I feel like I am bringing an outside
perspective to these places, one of hope and possibility for improving their schools and communities.
The heart of the work of the Rural Trust is to help
schools and communities get better together and
Place Based Learning is a central strategy to this
goal. I have been able to support teachers working with community members to develop exciting
community based projects, which meet curriculum
requirements and add value to their communities.
One project I am currently working on for the Rural
Trust is Fund for Teachers. (fundforteachers.org)
This project provides grants of $5,000 to teachers,
to explore a passion during the summer months.
Currently we have teachers traveling as far away as
South Africa and New Zealand to learn about topics
they will bring back to their classrooms next year.
With VTNSRF I am currently coaching 2
schools one a small K –8 school which has made
great progress with our work and the other a large
rural high school which is just beginning. I am
enjoying the challenge of thinking though the issues
the large high school is struggling with.
I just had the opportunity to work with Daniel
Baron in an institute on building sustainable communities with Peter Senge through his Society for
Organizational Learning (SOL). Shelburne Farms
and the Burlington, Vermont schools are partners
in this work and Daniel and I led learning journeys
into the community
It was fascinating to see that Senge’s personal
style in planning an institute. He is personally comfortable in a lecture hall setting, rather than in a collaborative model. That gave me a lot to think about.
I am about to attend a CFEE Coaching for
Educational Equity seminar at Bayces in Oakland,
California. I believe that this experience will add to
my knowledge base on issues of equity in education
and enrich my thinking.
Since 2004 I have also been bringing NSRF
work overseas to international school settings and
I have had the opportunity to work with schools in
Japan, Korea, Thailand and China. In October I will
be traveling to Africa to introduce NSRF work at
two conferences for international schools, one in
Swaziland and the other in Uganda.
<
Margaret MacLean can be reached at
margaret.maclean@ruraledu.org. Peggy Silva
can be reached at psilva@sprise.com
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H

ow did a British woman come to work for
the Rural School and Community Trust in
northern Vermont?
Eventually, all paths converge. With experience in British schools, international schools in
Russia, Bulgaria, Germany, Holland and Poland
and now rural schools in Vermont, I have been
able to use elements from each of my experiences
in very diverse settings. My first
teaching position was in a school in
Leicestershire, England, the school
that developed the open classroom,
and started the first integrated day
structure. Although it was scary and
new for a first year teacher, it was
also exciting – an extremely collegial
experience of working with four other
teachers to plan a cohesive program
for 10-12-year-old students.
After years of traveling and working in Europe, my husband, daughter
and I settled in Peacham, Vermont,
a small community of 640 people. I
accepted a position as a principal in
Margaret MacLean
a pre K-6 setting. Peacham is a supportive community, and both the community and
our school were going through a very difficult time.
It was an interesting time to become a school leader
– our problems mandated innovative solutions.
How did you discover the National School Reform
Faculty?
My school became involved with the
Annenberg Rural Challenge, which later evolved
into the Rural School and Community Trust (ruraledu.org), and I became a founder of the Vermont
Rural Partnership, VRP (vermontruralpartnership.
org), a coalition of 18 small rural schools, which
has just ended its 10th year. Our work with the
Rural Trust involved a portfolio project, which had
a Harvard-based design team with Vito Perrone,
and I found this particularly interesting. In 2001, I
accepted a part-time job for the Rural School and
Community Trust with an assessment focus. Around
the same time Faith Dunne, one of the first directors
of NSRF, moved back to Vermont and we connected
our work. I attended a five-day seminar and began
the work of establishing CFGs at my school. Later I
interned with Faith in Vermont. After Faith’s untimely death, a small group of folks in Vermont gathered
to figure out how we could continue Faith’s work
in Vermont and VTNSRF was born (vtnsrf.org).
Connections: the Journal of the National School Reform Faculty

Much of the work I currently do is crossover work
between the two organizations, the Rural School
and Community Trust and NSRF.
Faith Dunne helped me to recognize that all
the elements of my diverse experience in settings
around the world could work together. She helped
me to blend my experiences together in collaborative, non-hierarchical ways.
What does equity work look like in
rural Vermont?
There are a number of issues associated with educational inequity in
Vermont. School finance is an equity
issue here, and even though Vermont
has a reasonable education finance
law, Act 60, there are still disparities
between towns with tourist wealth
and those without the former which
plays out in create schools with many
opportunities and resources, while the
latter communities struggle to pass
adequate school budgets. Beyond
school financing issues we have many
students who live in poverty and
issues of equity arise around readiness for school,
those with access to Pre School and those without
etc.
As a principal I was always trying to explain to
parents who wanted the “perfect” school experience for their child how much we learn and grow
when things are not perfect – how growth comes
through dissonance and challenge.
What is difficult for those of us working in this
setting is that many of our families have a strong
history of generations working in farming and logging, typical rural occupations, but those jobs are
disappearing and changing at a rapid rate and
there is an urgent need to change the direction of
our educational goals. It is often difficult to help
traditional rural high schools to recognize that the
demands of a global economy mandate the need
to change teaching practices and learning goals.
Regardless of all the applicable filters—socioeconomics, gender, and race—there is not an expectation that all students can learn. And that is the
heart of equity work, regardless of setting.
Most of my colleagues in the Rural Trust, a
virtual organization spread across the country, are
African-American women from the south. We have
a true alliance because
our values are grounded
(continued on page 12)
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The Five Freedoms Project Leadership Academy
Kim Carter, New Hampshire

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of
the press; or of the right of the people peaceably
to assemble, and to petition the Government for a
redress of grievances.
The First Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States

M

“

y religion is very important to me.
The school I used to go to had a lot of
students, but I felt invisible. Religion
wasn’t something we could talk about there. When
I went to a school that let me bring my religion
to my work, I felt like I could be a whole person
again.”
“At the school I went to before,
kids would get detention for talking
about religion. I’m glad to be at a
school where I can ask the questions that I wonder about. I recently
researched evolution and creationism, and presented what I found at a
School Board meeting.”
“When we were new students
at the school, the older students
weren’t being respectful to us. The
new students got together, talked
about it and called a community
Kim Carter
meeting to discuss respect. Things
are better now.”
These are comments from students telling
their stories in a fishbowl at the first inaugural Five
Freedoms Project Leadership Academy, held July
7 – 11, 2008, at the newly opened Newseum in
Washington, D.C. A total of forty principals from
around the country, representing urban, suburban
and rural schools, K – 12, gathered for a week to
explore the Five Freedoms Project five-part framework for leading change and to delve into the
implications of the five First Amendment liberties.
If there was ever a critical venue to explore the
gap between beliefs and practices, how we live out
the First Amendment freedoms in our schools is one
of the most essential to our work of fostering educational and social equity.
Charles Haynes, scholar of religious liberty at
the First Amendment Center in Washington, D.C.,
is emphatic: “The health of our democracy in the
United States depends on the First Amendment.
These five freedoms are the key to every advance in
social justice. More importantly, these five freedoms
4
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are essential if we hope to expand liberty and justice for more people in the twenty first century.”
From the Academy’s initial Opening Moves
to the final gathering on the last day, co-facilitators
Sam Chaltain, Daniel Baron and I utilized a number
of NSRF protocols and practices. We engaged participants in critical friendship and honed facilitative
leadership skills while deepening our individual and
shared understandings of the history, development
and implications of the five freedoms guaranteed by
the First Amendment.
Hailing from educational environments as
diverse as Nanaikapono Elementary School in
Hawaii, Davis Aerospace Technical High School
in Michigan and School for the Creative and
Performing Arts in Kentucky and
communities as varied as Florida,
North Dakota, Washington, New
Mexico, Texas and Pennsylvania,
participating school leaders brought
diverse experiences, perspectives
and concerns. Their commitments
to their students was immediately
evident from their spirited responses
and dialogue during the first day’s
Zones of Comfort, Risk and Danger
protocol. As one might expect with
a group of committed school leaders, dialogue was intense as the
group considered scenarios such as
the following:
A first year teacher comes into your office asking for help, saying, “I am uncomfortable teaching
the remedial class, which is 90% students of color,
and I don’t know what to do to help them.”
In a faculty meeting, a faculty members raises a
question about the amount of resource allocation to
AP classes and notes that students in the AP classes
are mostly white in a school with wide ethnic diversity.
A group of parents comes to your office asking
to use the school auditorium to hold a public meeting to discuss racism in the school and the community.
Interspersed with protocols such as Success
Analysis, Attributes of a Learning Community,
Microlabs, Collaborative Assessment Conference,
and Wagon Wheels were presentations and interactive case study explorations digging into the implications of religious liberty, freedom of speech and
press, and the right to
assembly and petition
(continued on page 11)
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Khalil Gibran Int.’l Academy
(continued from page 7)

My Reflection

Sarah Childers, Indiana

I

I wonder if Ms. Almontaser or her students
have had negative experiences due to their
dress, names and/or ethnicity. If their community publicly attacks KGIA, then what goes
on in private?
I can speak to the prevalence of fear and
bias against Muslims. Cowards who preferred
to strike anonymously, firebombed my local
mosque five years ago. In consideration of that
event, what threats might have KGIA received,
or Ms. Almontaser herself?
For a time, I chose to wear the hijab, or
headscarf, on a daily basis as a symbol of my
Muslim faith. I no longer do, except at services,
largely because I personally no longer agree
with the practice as a mandate, though I maintain full respect for those who choose to wear
it. But to be honest with myself, there is an
aspect to my choice that is about acceptance,
feeling different, to the extent of receiving hostile glances, being judged and living with fear.

I often feel pain at my choice, the easy road,
compared to that of my Muslim sisters who
continue to endure abuse for their chosen religious practice. Despite that, I am all the more
dedicated to supporting the freedoms guaranteed us all to practice (or not) as we choose.

larger, quieter setting, where smaller group sizes
can be maintained and the students’ environment
can be stabilized, hopefully without the need for a
police guard on opening day.
Debbie Almontaser said in an interview with
Amy Goodman of Democracy Now: “My last
words are basically urging the American public
to really develop a better understanding of the
political agenda that is out there by people such as
Daniel Pipes and right-wing groups who are going
after prominent Muslim and Arab American leaders
who are trying to make a difference in this country.
It is so important to allow us to bridge the gaps
and build bridges of understanding among people
across this country and to, you know, continue in
the healing process of developing a better country
and a better world for all of humanity.”6
It is now Ramadan (approximately Sept. 1
through Sept. 30), a perfect opportunity to act on
Ms. Almontaser’s advice to build bridges with your
students or friends or neighbors who may be celebrating this month. Ramadan Mubarak!
<
Sarah Childers can be reached at
schilders@nsrfharmony.org

My sisters and me on Eid, 2005
Left to Right: Sadia (Pakistan), Wati (Malaysia),
Coumba (Somalia) and me (USA).
Although I am white with blonde hair and
blue eyes, when I don a hijab, I become the
“other”; to many people, the enemy. As I wore
the hijab, I realized how differently people
looked at me (or often averted their eyes from
me), treated me, spoke to me, identified me.
My family was judged along with me. Without
my hijab, our family is “normal” and white. But
during the time period I wore it, our car was
vandalized twice while parked in public places.
I was scared that our children might be targeted
next. Today, as I walk bare-headed and blonde,
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1 New York Times, 8/29/07, Samuel G. Freedman
2 New York Sun, 3/7/07, Sarah Garland “New
Brooklyn School to Offer Middle East Studies”
3 New York Post, 8/6/07, Chuck Bennett and
Jana Winter “City Principal is ‘Revolting’: Tied
to ‘Intifada NYC’ Shirts”
4 CNN, 9/5/07, Richard Roth “New York public
school accused of radical Islamist agenda”
5 New York Times, 4/28/08, Andrea Elliott
“Critics Cost Muslim Educator Her Dream
School”
6 Democracy Now, democracynow.org, 4/29/08,
with Amy Goodman, “Ousted NYC Arabic
School Principal Debbie Almontaser Speaks
Out on the New McCarthyism and Rightwing
Media Attacks”
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Book Review by Chris Kingsbery, Pennsylvania

of practice among these educators, they promoted
step back considers what it takes to engage in the
a mechanism called the critical friends group. The
kind of critical friendship at the core of a CFG
name was drawn from English school reform cir– to embrace in a genuine and productive way
cles, and its function was described in a brief 1993
the apparent contrariness of being at once friendly
article by Art Costa and Bena Kallick. “A critical
and critical. Such an approach involves the kind of
friend,” Costa and Kallick wrote, “is a trusted perlow-key shock that people experience during their
son who asks provocative questions, provides data
first use of protocols – those facilitative devices
to be examined through another lens, and offers crithat artificially segment speaking and listening and
tique of a person’s work as a friend.” Critical friends
warm and cool feedback, among other things. Then
are well-positioned, Costa and Kallick continued,
the next step back considers what it takes to lead
to understand the context and goals of the work
others through the experience of critical friendthey are critiquing and to advocate for its success.
ship. This is where facilitative leadership comes in.
They may be students in the same course who comMoreover, Nancy and Alan argued that the traits
mit to supporting each other’s learning progress.
of facilitative leadership, indispensable to coachThey may be school administrators who overcome
ing CFGs, are also useful throughout schooling
the predictable loneliness
– whenever people meet to
of their roles by networking
plan, to solve problems or to
across settings. Or, Costa
examine their work together.
and Kallick suggested (introIn a book they co-authored
ducing the application NSRF
with Joe and Beth McDonald,
would adopt), the critical
The Power of Protocols, they
friends may be teachers
wrote that “at its heart, faciliwho form “a critical friends
tating is about promoting
group. . . of as many as six
participation, ensuring equity,
people who meet and share
and building trust.” What
practices, perhaps every
school reform leader would
other week.” Such critical
not want to cultivate people
friends press each other to
who know how to do these
go deeper.
Nancy Mohr and Alan Dicther, 2002
three things? If there were
But how does such a
such school reform leaders
group gain influence as well as depth? How does
in New York, Nancy and Alan decided they didn’t
something as intimate as a critical friends group
want to have them to dinner.
– or CFG, the term that soon gained currency –
Meanwhile, they reasoned that the broad
become influential beyond its six participants? How
applicability of facilitative leadership to schooling
can it affect the larger school? How can it have an
– whether in peer settings like CFGs or in more forimpact beyond the school? How does it become
mal kinds of meetings – made it a good first topic
more than something marginal? How does it avoid
for NSRF newcomers to take up. Mindful of their
becoming targeted as alien? How does it make
own context, they knew it would resonate well
school reform?
with the school reformers they hoped to influence.
Back home in New York City, Nancy and Alan
Nancy died in 2003, after having presided
raised these same questions within the context of
over many influential dinners, as well as two large
the small schools, the local reform organizations,
gatherings of school reformers from throughout
and the local reform politics they knew best. The
New York, who came to explore facilitative leadanswers they reached helped shape the center of
ership and share their experiences with it. Each
activity they cooked up – literally cooked up, over
of these gatherings also featured an Endorsement
many dinners to which leaders of many New York
Roundtable over which Alan presided and over
City school reform organizations were invited.
which he presides today as Co-Director of NSRF/
These other reformers always emerged from the
NY. These are opportunities for experienced
dinners more persuaded than before that NSRF was
facilitators – from any organization – to present a
onto something that they needed to know more
portfolio documenting their facilitative leadership.
about. Nancy and Alan called it facilitative leaderCritical friends proship, and it is two steps back from CFG. The first
vide feedback using
(continued on page 15)

The Reflective Educator’s Guide
to Professional Development:
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T

his text strives to “demonstrate
how coaching promotes learning at each step of the (action
research) process.” (Killion, p.x) The
authors suggest several types of collaborative meeting structures that
allow researchers studying teacher
action to propose, act upon and
reflect on research taking place in their classrooms.
Dana and Yendol-Hoppey utilize NSRF protocols to
facilitate these learning conversations and share the
protocols in detail with their readers.
The authors advocate for two site-based professional learning opportunities: action research and
Professional Learning Communities (PLCs). They
combine these ideas by using protocols to guide
their work. They call their learning teams inquiryoriented PLCs and define these “as a group of six
to twelve professionals who meet on a regular basis
to learn from practice through structured dialogue
and engage in continuous cycles through a process
of action research (articulating a wondering, collecting data to gain insights into the wondering,
analyzing data, making improvements in practice
based on what was learned and sharing learning
with others.)” (Dana and Yendol-Hoppey, p. xiii) As
I was reading this description, I thought it sounded
suspiciously like a CFG! And as I proceeded through
the text, I continued to have difficulty differentiating between an inquiry-oriented PLC and a Critical
Friends Group.
The authors present 10 essential elements of
healthy inquiry-oriented PLCs:
1. Establish a vision that creates a momentum for
their work. (p. 23)
2. Build trust among group members. (p. 27)
3. Pay attention to the ways power can influence
group dynamics. (p. 30)
4. Understand and embrace collaboration. (p. 33)
5. Encourage, recognize and appreciate diversity
within the group. (p. 36)
6. Promote the development of critical friends. (p.
37)
7. Hold the group accountable for learning and its
documentation. (p. 39)
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8. Understand change and the discomfort it may bring to some PLC members. (p. 43)
9. Have a comprehensive view of what
constitutes data, and be willing to
consider all forms and types of data
throughout the PLC work. (p. 45)
10. Work with building administrators. (p.
47)
These principles or elements are evident in all the stories and cases shared by
the authors. Each chapter contains a story
that illustrates a part of the action research
process, protocols, data gathering tools
and templates, research methods utilized
and conclusions drawn as a result of the inquiry.
Peppered throughout the chapters are the authors’
reflections on the processes and practices embedded
in the cases they present.
The authors take the reader through a very
methodical process of action research, which allows
for easy transfer to practice. The examples provided
are clear and concise, and readers can see themselves in the cases articulated as examples.
Protocols are presented as on the NSRF website,
NSRF Resource Book and in The Power of Protocols,
1st and 2nd editions. The authors have not adapted
or compromised any of the protocols they present.
Rather, they have implemented them appropriately,
matching protocol to purpose with the finesse
of experienced Critical Friends Group coaches.
This fidelity, along with the demonstrated success
articulated in The Reflective Educator’s Guide to
Professional Development, will reignite veteran practitioners and engage novices in the praxis of using
structured conversation to focus inquiry and reflection.
This text serves as a reminder of the powerful
sustainability and “best practice” nature of our work.
While at first glance, it might seem as if the authors
are renaming that work, their continual reference
to NSRF and the authors of the protocols leave the
reader wanting to know more about the National
School Reform Faculty and its work. For the veterans
among us, this text provides a quick reference and
some good scenarios to share and compare. Finally,
this text would also serve as a good book study for
new or novice CFG coaches. Reading its stories and
seeing examples of embedded protocol in practice
<
will spark reflective conversations.
Chris Kingsbery can be contacted at
ckingsbery@aol.com
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Center of Activity Report: New York

Centers Report: New York

Joseph McDonald, New York

T

he New York Center of Activity is one of the
oldest in the National School Reform Faculty.
It was founded by Nancy Mohr and Alan
Dichter. From the beginning it has wrestled regionally with a dilemma that NSRF as a whole has
faced – the pursuit of depth and influence. Nancy
and Alan were both veteran wrestlers with this
dilemma, having been pioneers in New York City’s
small schools movement, and early leaders of the
Coalition of Essential Schools (CES). As principals,
they struggled on a daily basis to deepen the reform
practice of their own schools, even as they pushed
in every way possible they could to make these
schools influential, both regionally and nationally.
They understood that depth without influence can
be short-lived.
Nancy and Alan brought this influence to carried this insight into their involvement with NSRF,
and where they were well-placed for influence.
The conversation
during which NSRF
was dreamed up took
place around their
dining room table in
New York City. It was
1994. The Annenberg
Institute for School
Reform at Brown
University had just
been launched with
CES founder Ted Sizer
as its head. With the
school reform moveJoseph McDonald
ment increasingly
dominated by policymakers and policy perspectives, Sizer wanted the
Institute to highlight the voice of educators. The
conversation over Nancy’s cooking was all about
how to do this. Sizer understood that school reform
would never succeed if it were not grounded in the
best ideas and instincts of the people he liked to
call schoolkeepers. They needed influence. At the
same time, he understood that these crucial shapers
of reform were implicitly its targets too. They need
support on a continuing basis in going for depth.
Within a year of this dinner, Nancy had joined
Paula Evans, Faith Dunne, Gene Thompson-Grove,
Camilla Greene and others on NSRF’s original
staff. They traveled continually, networking with
hundreds of other educators and school reformers across the United
States. To foster depth
(continued on page 14)
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an adaptation of the Tuning Protocol. Upon completion of the Roundtable, the presenting facilitators
are formally “endorsed” and become eligible to
serve as lead facilitators in other NSRF/NY seminars
and consultations. Nearly 50 endorsed facilitators
have joined the larger ranks of NSRF members by
means of the New York Endorsement Roundtables.
Generally, they have come to a Roundtable after
training seminars embedded in other organizations besides NSRF – organizations drawn to
NSRF expertise in facilitative leadership. Notable
among these is the New York City Department of
Education. In a 2005 article about NSRF/NY, Alan
and Vivian Orlen describe the center as a low-profile but highly influential organization within the
Department of Education – quietly responsible for
a great growth in awareness there of the value of
leadership by schools.
Today, NSRF/NY is housed at NYU’s Ruth W.
Horowitz Teacher Development Center and has
adopted the name NSRF/NY @ NYU. Alan Dichter
and Joe McDonald are Co-Directors. Natalie
Rodrigues is Coordinator (natalie.rodrigues@nyu.
edu). The Center continues to work closely with the
New York City Department of Education through
National Facilitators like Alan Dichter and Vivian
Orlen, Anthony Conelli, Charlene Jordan, Elayna
Konstan and Steven Strull – who work there or at
the New York City Leadership Academy. The Center
also works closely with NYU’s network of partner
schools in New York City, located in three historic
neighborhoods – the Lower East Side, East Harlem
and the South Bronx. NSRF/NY helps these schools
nurture skillful peer leaders whose commitment to
facilitative leadership and critical friendship influences the aspiring teachers they educate.
As it has throughout its history, NSRF/NY
also works with other school reform organizations. Indeed, it provides tailored workshops or
consultations for any school reform organization
– whatever its particular platform of reform – that
promotes adult learning communities in the interest of improving student learning and that believes
these communities should be led by people who
know how to promote participation, ensure equity
and build trust. Among the Center’s most important
clients today are ATLAS Learning Communities
– an organization affiliated with the University of
Connecticut that coaches schools and clusters of
schools in New York and other places in a comprehensive school design focused on authentic
teaching and learning, ongoing cycles of planning
Connections: the Journal of the National School Reform Faculty

and reflection, shared leadership and relationships.
Another important client is the Partnership for
Innovation in Compensation for Charter Schools
(PICCS), an affiliate of the Center for Educational
Innovation/Progressive Education Association.
NSRF/NY is assisting the PICCS network of charter
schools in New York City in establishing a culture
of peer review using a tool based on the Tuning
Protocol. It is also assisting PICCS in scaling up
what one of its members – Renaissance Charter
School in Jackson Heights, co-led by NSRF
National Facilitator Gwen Clinkscales – has pioneered, namely the use of CFGs as a schoolwide
leadership mechanism.
Of course, NSRF/NY continues to run
Endorsement Roundtables – at least once a year.
See details about the Roundtable and the standards for endorsement at the Center’s website
(nsrfny.org). Finally, like most NSRF Centers,
NSRF/NY@NYU offers regional seminars. This
year, two of these focused on facilitative leadership, and one on coaching CFGs – thus continuing the balance and emphasis characteristic of the
Center since its earliest days.
<
Joseph McDonald can be contacted at
joseph.mcdonald@nyu.edu
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n Privilege: my day yesterday had me
thinking a lot about privilege – privilege
that I routinely access and privilege
beyond my reach, and I had to consider, alone in
my thoughts, the reality of the privileges of others
that I would not consider privilege at all. It was
specifically the privilege of freedom, opportunity,
and advantage that occupied my thoughts.
It appeared as an ordinary day on my calendar, yet as I made my way through its routines,
especially toward the end, I had many moments
of pause as I considered my relationship to and
my reactions toward privilege.
I began my day working with a group of principals who have opened new high schools within
a middle school building in East Flatbush – an
area of central Brooklyn that just about everyone
agrees hasn’t gone the route of hipsters and gentrification. Specifically, the neighborhood is in the
“East 50s” a geographic distinction that is lost on
all but those who live there, as I would soon find
out.
After our meeting, one of the principals
invited me to lunch, and we decided to walk a
couple of blocks to the local diner on the corner
of a side street and a major Brooklyn thoroughfare. On the way to the diner I commented to
my colleague how nice the local housing stock
was – mostly brick row houses arranged neatly
on perpendicular side streets with a more major
road intersecting every four blocks or so. It was
mid-day and there was not a lot of activity. We
commented on a few of the houses; the principal
reminded me that the “feel” of the neighborhood changes as mid-day gives way to late afternoon and evening, and we commiserated about
how tough and pervasive the gang issues were
this past school year. We entered the diner and
ordered our lunch.
Over lunch, we picked up the conversation
again, and the principal reiterated a conversation he had had with a local elected official. In
reviewing the neighborhood and where the children attending the schools came from a distinction was made between the “East 50s” and the

“East 90s” the two areas of this particular part
of Brooklyn that are separated by a single road.
The official commented on how he must bring
“extra security” whenever he attends a function
in the East 90s, and was sending his message to
the principal, being that these two areas, while
connected, are decidedly different. As one travels
east from central to eastern Brooklyn, the neighborhoods are indeed different – there is a higher
concentration of both apartments and subsidized
housing from East Flatbush through East New
York and an assumption that poverty is a greater
issue in the latter. My own biases draw me to
conclude that not many in any of these areas
would consider themselves advantaged economically, and I think we would commonly refer to
these areas as lower middle class to abject poverty with everything in between. As I left the area,
I suppose I began to notice things a little differently. Perhaps I was examining my surroundings,
but thoughts of privilege really didn’t occur to me
until later in the day.
Yesterday was a Friday – specifically a Friday
in summer – which meant by late afternoon,
I had joined my family at our beach club; our
summer vacation. While living in New York these
past five years or so, my family has belonged to a
beach club on the south shore of Long Island on
Atlantic Beach – it can be one of the most magnificent places any(continued on page 10)
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